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BoGACHEV et al. 1 obtained a value a"' 40 mbn
for the total effective cross section of the NN
interaction at E = 9 Bev. However, a more exact
value of a can be obtained by using the experimental value of the mean range of the proton in
photoemulsion.
We consider first the mean range of a proton
in an Ilford G-5* emulsion at E = 5. 7 Bev. 2 The
theoretical value of this range, calculated on the
basis of the optical model, is in good agreement
with the mean experimental value L = 37.6 em,
if the density distribution of the nucleons in the
nucleus is taken from experiments on the scattering of fast electrons by nuclei, 3 and if a value
R~ 32 mbn is taken for the cross section of interaction between the incident nucleon and the
nucleon in the nucleus, a value also in good agreement with the experimental value a= 31.3 ± 1.5
mbn at E = 6.15 Bev. 4 Detailed calculations made
by us, on the basis of the optical model, for other
cases, 5 also show that in the energy region E
~ 1 Bev good agreement can be obtained with experiment if the density of the distribution of the
nucleons in the nuclei is obtained from experiments on the scattering of fast electrons by these
nuclei. With accuracy to several percent, we have
here u = a, where a is the interaction cross
section of free nucleons. 6 Similar conclusions
were reached by Elton and Bazhenov. 7
It is natural to assume that these conclusion
remain in force also at E = 9 Bev. The diagram
shows the calculated values of the mean range
L (a) of a proton in a NIKFI-R photoemulsion at
(i = a with E = 9 Bev . 1 Calculations show that
this curve differs only by a few percent from the
analogous curve for L ( (i), calculated for a =
30 mbn.
The theoretical value of the range equals the
experimental value L = 37.1 ± 1.0 em (reference 1) if
= a= 30.:~. 5 mbn. For a rougher
value, L = 34.7 ± 1.5 em (reference 8), we
obtain from the figure a value (i =a= 33.:~ mbn
for the proton-nucleon cross sections. The values obtained for a are close to the total cross
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section for proton-proton interaction at E = 6.5
Bev. 4
The calculated cross sections Uin for the
elements C, N, 0, Br, and Ag at E = 9 Bev
are respectively equal to 240, 260, 290, 900, and
1070 mbn (see references 1, 6, and 9 concerning
the cross sections Uin and ael for hydrogen).
Thus, the results obtained, together with the
results of reference 9, show that the optical model
can be successfully used to describe the interaction of elementary particle in the energy region
E > 1 Bev.
We note that at E ~ 1 Bev the cross sections
for the interaction between a nucleon and the nuclei
become sensitive to the diffuseness of the nuclear
boundary. In this case the principal contribution
is made by interactions with impact parameters
on the order of the nuclear radius. This uncovers
new possibilities for an experimental investigation of the diffuseness of the nucleus.
We are grateful to P. Markov, K. T.olstoi,
E. Tsyganov, and M. Shafranova for numerous
evaluations of the photoemulsion experiments,
and also to N. Bogachev for valuable comments.
*The calculations were based on the following photoemulsion composition (number of atoms N x 10-22 per cubic em).
NH = 3.37, 2.93; Nc = 1.36, 1.39; NN = 0.29, 0.37; N 0 =1.02,
1.06; N Br = 1.02, 1.02, and NAg = 1.02, 1.02 for the Ilford
G-5 and NIKFI-R emulsions, respectively.
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ONE of the characteristic features of f3 -interaction is the rapid increase with energy of processes induced by it. However the existence of
strong interactions leads to the acquisition of a
formfactor by nucleons which may substantially
change the energy dependence of f3 processes.
The study of f3 transitions at high energies, for
example the transformation of an electron into a
neutrino
(1)

can be used for the measurement of this formfactor.
At the present time one may, apparently, consider as established1•2 the fact that f3 interaction
consists of the vector and axial-vector interactions.
The general expression for the matrix element for
the process (1) should have the following form: 3•4
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BETA INTERACTION AND NUCLEON
FORMFACTOR

(2)

Here uv, ue, un, up are the neutrino,. electron:
neutron, and proton amplitudes respectively; q IS
the electron-neutrino momentum difference; a, b,
c and d are real functions of q2 determining the
vector (a, b) and axial vector ( c, d) vertex functions of the nucleon. If the Gell-Mann and Feynmann hypothesis 1 is correct, then the vector f3interaction vertex function is identically the same
as the electro-magnetic vertex function. Therefore the functions a ( q2 ) and b ( q 2 ) may be de. expenmen
.
t s. 5
termined from electron scattermg
The differential cross section for process (1)
is
dcr =
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where M is the nucleon mass, e: and 8 are the
energy and scattering angles in the barycentric
systems. We have assumed that the electron energy is high compared to the electron rest mass.
In that case the last term in (2), containing the
function d ( q2 ), does not contribute to the cross
section.
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